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ABSTRACT

PrimarilY, two methods of sorting are of interest in automatized
business operations" digital sorting and sorting by merging.

In the majority

of applications" sorting ma;y be achieved most economicalJ.y with punched-card
machines or magnetic-tape devices.

In a s,ystem incorporating a general-

purpose computing element it is generally faster and more economical to
use special-purpose sorting

~quipment

for the sorting

operat1o~s.

For ap-

plications involving large amounts of information and requiring' rapid sor~g
opera tions, the use of a high-speed, high-density photographic storage pta,. be
practical.

However, the processing time of the photographic medium should

not be m.ore than
that

s~veral

seconds, and the informa tion should be of such volume

.~ . medium-procesBi~

time is not Significantly large :in comparison with

the total read-record time.
Because it presents info~ation of general interest, this thesis
report, which has had only very limited distribution, is being issued as a
Digital Computer Laborator,y R-series report.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE SORTING PROBLEM
101 Description of a General-Purpose Digital Computer1
A general-purpose digital computer may be divided into
elements:

4 basic

the memory or storage element, the arithmetic element, the con-

trol element, and the terminal equipment or input-output equipment.
The memor.y element consists of a number of storage locations or
registers in which information may be stored or from which it

m~

be ex-

tracted o Each memory register is designated by a number, its address.
information contained in a register is called a "wordo II
either an instruction or data.

An

A word

may

instruction consists of 2 parts:

The

be
the

operation code and the address of words which are to be used in executing
the operationo

Data is any information not used as an instruction.

The arithmetic element is an electronic accumulator with var,ying
degrees of flexibility to permit addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, and various logical manipulations of words obtained from storage.
The control element consists of electronic counters and switches
which take each instruction in proper sequence from the program

sto~ed

in

the memory and send appropriate signals to various parts of the computer
I

to read or write in the memory, manipulate digits in the accumulator, etc.
The input-output element may contain a variety of equipment teletypewriters,

p~hed-card

readers and punches, magnetic-tape units,

paper-tape readers and punches, printers,· film readers and recorders, etc.

The

purpose of the input-output equipment is to enter information into the

computer and send out results in the desired formo

1

See Reference

16
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102

Speed Characteristics of a Digital Computer 2
The foremost characteristic of a digital computer is its speed.

The arithmetic and control elements perform additions, multiplications,
etco,at speeds up to several thousand operations per secondo

The memory

element offers access to its stored instructions and data within several
milliseconds in magnetic-drum memories and within several microseconds in
magnetic-core memorieso

The input-output element, however, operates at

a much slower speed due mostly to the mechanical motion required to link
the computer to the outside world o

Mechanical paper-tape readers and out-

put printers operate at about 7 alphabetic or numeric characters per second
although more costly models operate several times faster.

Magnetic tape

operates considerably faster at up to about 10,000 characters per second,
while punched cards

m~

be read at the rate of about 200 characters per

secondo
With such high internal and low terminal operating rates the electronic digital computer is usually applied most efficiently to problems
characterized by relatively little input=output data. and extensive computations.

Scientific and engineering computational problems have such

characteristics, and the need for solutions to these problems has been in
the past the major impetus for the development of these computers.
Business applications of computers, on the other hand, involve
\

vast amounts of input, output, and filed information which for the most
part entail little computation o

103 Business Applications of Digital COmputing Egaipment
We might, for example, consider an inventor,y-control problem of
electronically maintaining an accurate account of some 10,000 items in a
2

See Reference 2

=3-
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mail-order houseo

As each order is received, its stock number is manually

inserted into one of several keyboards which transmit the information to
the computero

The computer selects the storage location corresponding

to the stock number

j

subtracts one from the "amount in stock" count found

at the location, and returns to receive more information from the input
keyboards

During off hours the computer is placed in another mode of

0

operation during which each item's count is examined and checked against
its reorder level; the results are printed out on an output typewriter.
A person later examines the printed report and takes appropriate action
to maintain the inventor,ro
To assign a general-purpose digital computer to a single problem
such as this would be gross misuse of equipment since nearly all of the
time is spent waiting for input information or output operations o The few
simple arithmetic operations which are required might take less than

50

milliseconds for each stock number and utilize little of the computer's
flexibility

0

Usually such simple operatioris as inventor.y control are

solved quite readily and economically by punched-card systems or, if time
is a critical quantity, by special-purpose high-speed computers such as
the IlDistribution "(or "Speed Tally"), built by Engineering Research Associates, Division of Remington Rand, for John Plain and
mail-order house. 3 ,4

Comp~,

a

C~1cago

ItDistributiontt consists of a magnetic-drum memory,

10 keyboard inputs, and a printer output and operates in a manner somewhat

similar to that described in the foregoing example of inventor.y control.
A similar example of inventory control is the ItReservisor lt built
for American Airlines by the Teleregister Corporationo 5 A large magnetic
drum is used to store up-to-the-minute information on availability of

3

4
5

see Reference 10
See Reference 21
See Reference 1
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flight reservations.

B.y punching keyboards at remote locations, agents

may obtain information immed:1ately on several flights and make desired
reservations or cancellations o
Both the Distribution and the Reservisor serve to illustrate
some of the characteristics of information processing, but they are unique
in one important respect:

the filed infonna tion is stored entirely wi th-

in the high=speed memor,y elemento

Hence, after the input element has re-

ceived its items of information, the corresponding filed item is made
accessible for processing within a few millisecondso
104 The

Large~Scale
i

Information-Storage Problem and Sorting

Unfortunately, however, most information in a business application is of such volume as to require a much more extensive storage capacity
than the capacity required by the stock counts illustrated in the foregoing example of inventor,y controlo

A charge-account file for a department

store might include coded characters for automatically printing a customer's
name, address, description of purchases, type of payment plan for all purchases, amounts outstanding, etco 6

Even in an inventor,y-control application,

each item might contain such information as supplying firms and their addresses, amounts to reorder, seasonal history, and the like o

An insurance-

policy file might contain even more information for each filed policyo7
As the volume of data increases, storage in costly rapid-access
memories becomes most impractical o Less expensive storage media such as
punched cards, magnetic tape or wire, or possibly photographic film must
then be considered o Because of their serial characteristics these media
offer relatively low-speed access to information at random locations o

6

7

See Reference 12
See Reference 18
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Several minutes may be required for a magnetic-tape ofmagnetic..i.wire
unit to locate an item on a single reel of tapeo
However, access to sequential items in such serial-storage
media is considerably fastero

Thus, if the order in which the information

is to be used is known, arranging or sorting the items in that order will
allow the information to be read in serially at a much higher rateo
Fortunately, in most instances this order is knowno

In in-

ventor.y control, for example, the input items are desired in order by
stock number, assuming that the inventory file is also ordered in that
mannero

If the input items are arranged in order, the computer may gain

access to each ordered input item and filed item; at the same time, requiring only one pass through the input and fUed information"

A census,

report, for example, might require that totals be computed and printed
out in order by income bracketso
may required that a

considerab~

However, the sorting operations necessar.y
high number of passes be made through the

information in order to attain the desired arrangement of items.

~0.port
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CHAPTER II
THE METHODS OF SORTING

201

Introduction
Two basic methods of sorting appear practical tor use with

most present-day computer equipmento
by mergingo

They are digital sorting and sorting

Digital sorting is the same type of sorting as that used with

punched-card sorters o

.Sorting by merging takes 2 or more ordered groups

and orders them into a single groupo
202

Digital Sorting
Digital sorting requires that the

serial~

stored items be run

through the computing unit once for each digit of the "key,1t the number by
which the items are being sorted into ascending (or descending) order o
On the first pass through, the least significant digit of the key of each

item is examined and according to the value of the digit is sent to one
of a number of output units o

There is one output unit corresponding to

each possible value of the digito
20201 Machine-Sorted Cards

For example, when punched cards are fed into a sorter for dec1ma1 sort lng, 8 electric brushes detect the decimal value of the punched
o

hole of a digit and send the card into one of 10 card pockets numbered

o to

90

After all cards have been fed through they are removed from the

pockets and stacked together in order according to their pocket numbers.
These cards are again fed through the machine with the brushes reset to
examine the next more significant digit of the key of each card.

After

the most significant digit has been examined the cards are in order o

8

See Reference

4
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Present sorters produced by International Business Machines, !nco will
process cards at the rate of 450 cards per minute per digito
The process described above considered the use of only one
sorter

0

More than one sorter may be used, and the time required is about

inverselY proportional to the number of sorters usedo

For example, if

one sorter is used to sort 5000 cards on a 9-decimal-digit key, the time
required is
5000

If 5 sorters are to be used, the following procedure might be empla,yed o
The cards are first distributed evenly among the 5 sorting machines and
sorted on the most significant digito

The cards at the output of each

digit in each sorter are then grouped with the cards of all other sorters
to give 10 groups of cards corresponding to each possible value of the
most significant digit of the keyo

If we assume that the cards are dis-

tributed fairlY evenly among the 10 groups of cards, each sorter is then
assigned 2 groups of cards which are then sorted separately on the other

8 digitso After all digits have been sorted upon, the 10 original groups
are placed in order to yield the single ordered array of cardso

With the

even distribution assumed above, the time required is seen to be equal to

1/5 of the time required when

only one sorter is used o

However, the distribution is more frequently uneven and causes
the sorting operation to be held up by the sorter with the highest load o
A possible alleviation of such a situation is to further break down the
groups with another pass using the second most significant digito

This

allows a more even distribution among the sorters to be obtained, but
the number of groups (100) may become di.fficul t to handle

0

Some of the

'7;=~port
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groups could be placed together even though
the digit againo

~his

could mean sorting on

The course of action chosen depends upon the particular

problem
20262 Manually-Sorted Cards

"Keysorttt or other manually sorted card.s 9 . are sorted in a
manner similar to automatic card sorters except that sorting is done on
binary digits rather than decimal digitso
values, zero or oneo

(Binary digits have one of two

They are the basic numbers used in automatic S,Ystems;

severai binar,y digits may be coded to represent a decimal digit or lettero)
These cards have holes punched along their edges and are coded either by
punching a hole out to the edge to designate a ONE or by leaving the hole
intact to represent a ZERO (see Figol)o
In sorting, the cards are stacked, and a needle similar to a
knitting needle is inserted through the hole corresponding to the least
significant binary digit of the key

0

The needle is then lifted away from

the stack bringing with it all ZERO cards and leaving behind all ONE cards
since the needle slips through the cut-away portion of the ONE cards

0

For

example, if the cards were arranged in the random sequence shown in Fig.
20Al, the needle would be placed through the holes corresponding to the

rightmost digit; lifting the needle away from the stack would remove the
cards shown in Bl; the cards in Cl would remain o

The ZERO group (Bl)

is then placed in front of the ONE Group (01) to form A20

The next pass

of the needle is then made on the middle digit and results in B2 and C2.
Similarly, the last pass is made on the most significant digit giving B3
and C3 which, when grouped together (A4), contain the cards in increasing
order

0

Keysort cards

simultaneous~

9

m~

also be sorted by several sorters operating

if an initial breakdown. sort is done as in 20201

See Reference

4
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Oll
001

010

011

·001

Oll
A3

001
010
011
100
101
110

A4
Figo 2

Example of Digital Sorting with ItKeysorttt Cards

From 500 to 1000 cards are usually handled at once with each
binazy ditit'::~fdc1ng, .frOm 5' to 15 seconds;

The number of cards haIldled at

once could unquestionably. be increased to several thousand using an arrangement with a much longer sorting needleo

The sorting rate would be con-

siderably faster than machine-sorted cards, where each card must be examined in sequenceo

At present, however, needle;"sorted cards are not

used in conjunction with automatic machiner,y.

20203 Digital Sorting with Magnetic-Tape UnitslO ,II,12
A computer having magnetic-tape units as auxiliar,y memor.y elements may also be used for digital sorting.
complished with 20 magnetic-tape unitso

A decimal sort might be ac-

As each item is read into the com-

puter the least significant decimal digit of the key of the item is examined to determine upon
recordedo

whic~

of the 10 output tapes the item is to be

After the items have all been read in and recorded onto their

corresponding output tapes, the tapes are rewound and read into the computer in order of their corresponding digits (i.e

0,

0, 1, 2 •

00

9).

As the

items are received by the computer on this second pass, the next more significant digit is examined as before, and the item is recorded onto one
of the other 10 tapeso

On the following passes the 2 banks of 10 tape

units alternate between the roles of input and output until all digits have
been consideredo

After consideration of the most significant digit, the

tapes are rewound, and the items are available for reading in the desired
order.
~

tape units are capable of reading in both directions and

recording in the forward direction o This property allows the sorting

10
11
12

See Reference 11
See Reference 15
See Reference 20

-12process to take place with up to twice the speed of the preceding example since the rewinding time of a reel of tape is usually nearly equal
to the reading or recording timeo

The process used with such tape units

is identical to t he former except that after each pass has been completed
the first tape which is to be read is started up in the rewind direction
and the computer begins reading this tape as it rewinds o

The tapes are

rewound and read in order of tneir corresponding digits, this order being
decreasing on one pass and increasing on the next, depending upon whether
the number of digits in the key is odd or even.

Atter the final pass, the

items on the output tapes may be read in order during the last rewinding
operation

0

In both of the above examples of tape sorting, only one of the
input reels is read at a timeo

In view of this it is not necessar,y to

use two banks of tape units, but rather one bank of tape units for the
output and a single tape unit for the input

a

As soon as one reel is read

into the input, it is replaced with the next reel manuallyo

Reel changing

is possible within 10 or 15 seconds in the Univac computer and constitutes

only a fraction of the time required to run through an entire reel.

One

objection tom~ual ~eel changing is that the operator is quite likely to
make mistakes Which could seriously disrupt the operations involved, but
such mistakes may

eas~

be detected and announced to the operator by the

computer program.

20204 Time Analrsis of Digital Sorting
The time required for digital sorting is seen to be the product
of the time required to pass the entire volume 'of information through the
control element and the number of digits in the key

0

Hence, if the range

-13-
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of the key is 0 to,R, the time required for the
T ",':NA

so~ttng

~,,/"

operation is
(" ',\ :.j

'~

[lOgdRJ *

'; ~ ,

where N is the number of items being sorted, A is the access time to read
(write) sequential items in the memory, and d is the base or radix used
in representing the key.

In decimal card-sorting machines, d is equal

to 10; in ttKeysorttt cards, d is equal to 20

When a canputer is used in

digital sorting, however, the key mq be expressed in any base and easUy
converted to any other base.

The base chosen depends upon the character-

istics of the application and of the avaUable equipment.
2.2.5 Optimum Arrangement of Magnetic-Tape Units in Digital
Sorting
The optimum value of the base (number of output units) in a
magnetic-tape digital-sorting element might be defined as that base which
would result in a minimum value of the product:
(Time required for sorting operation)

x

(number of tape units required)

If reels are changed manually, the number of tape units is one
input unit plus d (the value of the base or radix) output units, and the
product desired to be minimum with respect to d is
T(d+l)

* The notation

[x]

[lOg~,J

=

NA

=

NA

=

r(N,A,R)

~lO~O~

(d+l)

(d+l)

loglOd

d+l
loglOd

means "the smallest inte,ger greater than x.1t

-14-
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Substituting the values of d
to be minimum at d
unit feeding

4

= 4;

=

2,3,4,etc., the product is seen

hence, the optimum arrangement would be one input

output units.

If manual reel-changing is not to be used the number of tape
units is 2d and the product to be minimized with respect to d is
T(2d)

= NA

[lOgdR ]

(2d)

(2d)

=

Substituting d
at d = 3.

f(N,A,R)

d
loglOd

= 2,3,4,etc.,

the product is seen to be minimum

The optimum arrangement of tape units without reel changing

between passes is therefore 2 banks of 3 tape units each.
These results indicate that the sorting speed is increased more
"

effectively by increaSing the number of tape units used for each input and
output rather than by increasing the base of the sort.

That is, if 25 tape

units are available and manual reel changing is used, the best deployment
would be to use

4 parallel-operating tape units for input (i.e., one-fourth

of each item is recorded on each tape; the tapes operate simultaneously)
and

4 parallel-operating

units for each of the 4 outputs.

Conversely, a

less effective arrangement would be to use one tape unit for input and
the other 24 for output.
If Simultaneously operating equipment is not practical, the next
best choice is to use

5 independentlY

operating 1-on-4 arrangements, each

arrangement being assigned one-fifth of the items through the use of an

-15-
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initial breakdown sort.

This alternative, although requiring a breakdown

sort, is simple equipment-wise since the problems involved in synchronizing parallel reading or recording operations of tape units are avoided o
Exceptions to the optimum case might be found because discrete
rather than continuous variables are involved, but in general the optimum
arrangement will utilize the available equipment most effectivelY.
203 Sorting by Merging
Sorting by merging consists basically of taking 2 or more
ordered groups ("strings") and merging them into a single ordered group
(a single string).

For example, consider 2 strings of items which are

recorded on 2 input magnetic-tape units as shown in Figo 3.

Input
Tape 1

Output
Tape

3---......

Input
Tape 2

~~5

9(

9

~lO

11

.

. )11

~27

___ 36

21~g~
36~

70

) 70. _____ 73
73~

85-_______

a

81 (

81

~85

Fig. 3 Merging 2 Strings

InitiallY,

-16the first items of each tape unit (3 and 5) are read into the computer and
compared.

The item with the smaller key (3) is then recorded on the out-

put tape.

Another item is then read into the computer from the tape unit

which supplied the last output item (unit 1 in this example).

The new

item and the item not chosen tor output on the previous comparison are
then used in the next comparison.

The process is repeated until both strings

have been exhausted and merged into a s:ingle string and recorded on the output tape as shown in Fig. 3.
In the general case the number of strings on an input tape mq be

-

any number from one to the number of items on the tape.

(In the latter case

the items are arranged in the opposite order; hence each string is only one
item long.)

When there is a multiple of strings on the input tapes, the

merging takes place in the same manner as in the foregoing example.

For

instance, if 2 input tapes are used, the first string of each input tape
is merged with the first string of the other input tape to produce a single
string which is recorded on one of 2 output tapes.

Next the second strings

of the 2 input tapes are also merged and put on the second output tape.
The following output strings are recorded alternately- on each of the 2 output
tapes so that the number of strings on each output tape differs by no more
than one after completion of the pass.
Af"ter all input items have been recorded onto the output tapes,
the output tapes are rewound to bec ane the input tapes; the input tapes
are then used for the output tapes, and a second pass through the items
is made in the $Bme manner. -Since pairs of strings are merged into single
strings on each pass, the number of strings is seen to be halved. on each
pass until a single string results.

Time Analysis of Merge Sorting
In the above example it is seen that for each successive pass
the number of strings is reduced by a factor of
passes is therefore equal to [10g2S1
strings

0

one~halfo

The number of

• where S.is the initial number of

In the worst case, where the input items appear in the opposite

order, the number of strings is equal to N (the number of items) and the
number of passes equals

[10g2N]

•

As in digital sorting, merge sorting may take place with more
input-tape units, and the number of passes required is seen to be

~OgbS],

where b is the number of input=tape units o Rewinding time may also be
eliminated as in digital sorting if the tape units are capable of reading
in both directions o To accomplish this the items are merged in increasing
order on one pass and decreasing order on the next pass o

•

If manual reel changing is used between passes, the number of
output units may be reduced to one by producing several successive reels
(the number at least equal to the number of inputs) on the single output
unit (ioeo, if 2 input units were used with one output unit .. the first
half of the strings would be recorded on one output reel and a new output
reel would then replace the former reel to record the second half of the
output items o

On the succeeding pass at least 2 reels are then available

for the input units

0 )

Note that in order to sort aqy given arrangement of a number of
items without reel changing, it must be possible to store all of the items
on one reel of tape

0

Otherwise, manual reel changing is necessar,yo

This

applies to digital sorting as well as sorting by mergingo
The number of strings will in all probability never appear as
in the worst case, ioe o, equal to the number of items o

To estimate the

- 18 expected situation, let us select one key at random from a long serial
array of keys which are random fractions of unity.
The probability'that an increasing sequence of at least n keys
will occur in a designated direction from this key is

L1
=

p(,. So ~ ~ ••• ~:x:n)

t

£~-1 ···1~ i~
o 0

t

fa1 { .. £

fo1

(~)n-l

0

=

1

0

(n-l}l
1

dx

n

t
0

{Xn)n

= nt

dx]. d.x2
~~

eo.

~

o

~

••

1

0

=

1

nt

The probabilit.y that exactly n keys are in order from the selected
key is the probability that at least n keys are in order less the probability
that at least n+l are in order or
1

n!

-

1

~(n+--:'"'.:l-t)'"':"!-

The expected average length of an increasing sequence from the
selected key is then approximated for a long array of numbers by the expression

n=

•
•

•

e - (e-l) + (e-2)

•

e-l
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This value is also the expected average length of a decreasing
sequence occurring in the opposite direction from the selected key.

Hence

the expected average length of the string containing the selected key is
~ • 2n -1

• 2(e-l) - 1
• approximate~

2.4

the one being substracted because the selected key cannot be counted
twice.

With this value the number of strings in the random situation

cannot be expected to be considerably less than the mnnber of items, but
the number of passes necessary for sorting randomly ordered items is
like~

to average around one less than the number of passes required in

the worst arrangement of items.
2.3.2

Optimum Arrangement of Magnetic-Tape Units' in

Hers. Sartg

The optimum value of the base (number of input units) in a magnetic-tape merge-sorting element might be defined in the same manner as
that given for the digital tape sorter, i.e.,. the value which would give
the minimum value of the product
(Time required for sorting operation) x (number' of tape units required)
If manual reel changing is used, the number of tape units is
b+l, and the product desired to be minimum with respect to b is
T(b+l) • NA [lOgbS] (b+l)
•
.. f(N,A,S) 1(b+l)
.
b
oglO

This result is similar to that found for djgital sorting and
the minimum arrangement is also found to be
and

4 for

input.

5 tape

units, one for output,
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If reel changing is not to occur during the sorting operation,
the product to be minimized is
T(2b)

which is also similar to the case of the digital sorter.

The minimum

value occurs at b equal to 3; that is" 3 tape units each are used for
input and output.
ment offers

on~

It should be noted" however, that the 3-on-3 arrangeabout

5 per

cent improvement over the case where 2-on-2

tape units are used.
If greater speed is desired, it may be best attained by split-

ting the load between several 3-on-3 arrangements which operate simultaneously.

2.4

Initial Internal Sorting to Aid Merge Sorting
In the description of sorting by nerging, it was shown that the

number of passes required was proportional to the log of the number of
strings

0

Hence, if an initial pass is made through the data in order to

sort it into strings of Q items in length, the maximum number of passes
is reduced fran log N ~~ 10gb
b

~

+ 1, the one being the initial pass re-

quired to form the strings of Q items.
m~

This reduction of sorting time

be appreciable if the number of passes eliminated by the initial sort

is a substantial fraction of the number of passes required without an
initial sort.

On

the other hand, if a large number of passes are

re~uired,

the effectiveness of an initial sort maybe quite small and possibly uneconomical depending upon the characteristics of the available equipment.

- 212.4.1 Internal Sorting
In this method the

BY Merging

Pairs 13 (Fig. 4)

Q items are read into one section of the

com,pu ter memory, and space is reserved for Q items in a second section
of the computer memory.

The computer first takes each pair of items in

turn and merges them into a sorted group of 2 items in length.

The re-

sulting strings of two items are stored in, the second section of storage
as they are being fonned.

On the following pass, the strings of 2 items

in length are merged into strings of four items, the resulting strings
being placed in the table which originally held the Q items.

The process

continues with the 2 sections of storage alternating between the roles of
input and output until the string size has been increased to Q items.
The base of the sorting procedure (that is, the number of groups merged
on each pass) might be increased above 2; however, t he number of comparisons and program complexity increase in such a manner as to offer little
i f any reduction in sorting time.

If ,the amount of information in each item is in excess of one

or 2 registers, it is usually advisable to sort the addresses of the items
rather than to sort the items themselves.

lbat is, the items are stored

in locations Q.l to Q.N in one section of storage, the addresses Q.l to
Q.N are stored in a second smaller section of storage, and space is reserved in a third section of storage for the addresses contained in the
second section.

13

See Reference 7
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The addresses of the items are then merged in the same manner
as explained above, but the items remain in their original storage positions

0

Arter the addresses have been sorted the items are available in

order by referring to the sorted table of addresses o

Sorting by addresses

is usually' much' faster since only the address of each item is shifted
during the process rather than the entire item o

Space also is usually

conserved since the extra storage required is that necessar,y to store 2Q
addresses rather than that necessar,y to store Q entire items, each of
which may require several storage locations.
Regardless of the original order, the number of items (or addresses) transferred to other storage locations is
N

2.4.2

~Og2~

Internal Sorting by Finding the Smallest14 (Fig.

5)

This method consists of first finding the smallest of all items
and storing it.
first.

The next smallest is then found and stored after the

The process continues until all items have been considered.

extra storage required is negligible.

The

The number of items transferred is

N, but the number of comparisons is seen to be

= (N-l)
==

2.4.3

+ (N-2) +

0 ••

t

3 + 2 +1

N(N-l)
2

Internal Sorting by Interchanging Pairs15 (Fig. 6)

The first 2 items, Q.l and Q.2 are compared; if Q.2 is smaller
they are interchanged, thus placing the item with the smaller key before

14
15

See Reference 20
See Reference 7
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the other itemoThe same is done with Q.3 and Qo4,
until the N items have been considered.
process is used on pairs Qo2 and Qo3,

Q.' and Q.6, etc.,

On the second pass, the same

Q.4

and

Q.5,

etco

,The third and

following odd-numbered passes use the same pairs as the first pass; the
following even-numbered passes use the same pairs as the second; and the
process continues until no interchanges are made on one pass. ·It the
items are given in opposite to the desired order, the n'Ulllber of comparisons and interchanges is seen to be about

The extra storage required is negligible.

2.4.4

Internal Sorting

py

Sifting16 (Fig. 7)

The items are examined :in order until one is found which is
smaller than the previous item o

When one is found to be smaller than the

preceding item, it is interchanged with each preceding item until it
reaches an item which is sma11ero

After the item has been "sifted" upward

to its proper position, the process continues, starting with the item
which originally followed the last sifted item.
after the sifting of the last item.

The items are ordered

In the worst case the number of com-

parisons and interchanges is about
:=

(N-I)

=

N(N-I)
2

16

See Reference 20

+

(N-2) ...

06.+ 3 +

2

+1

- 25Again, the extra storage required is negligible.
20 405 Internal Sorting by Partial Sort17 (Figo 8)
The first and second items are compared and interchanged i f the
latter is smaller o

The second and third items are then compared, the

th:ird and fourth, and so on down to the last pair.
were made, the process is repeated.

If any interchanges

The number of comparisons and inter-

changes is also found to be at worst about
N(N-l)

2

2.-4 6 Internal Sorting by Floating Digital Sort (Figo 9)
0

The principle used in this method is identical to digital sorting except that in addition the items are counted before each pass to
obtain the number of storage locations required for each value of the
digit on the next passo
make much

b~tt~r

This precount of items enables the computer to

use of the available storage o

To illustrate, let us consider that N numbers (e.go, N = 6)
which rangefram 0 to R are to be sorted into ascending order.
numbers are stored in locations

X~llio

XoN (the "X-table") 0

These

An equal

amount of storage is available in locations Xtol to X'.N (the "X'-table").
These 2 tables alternate between the roles of input and output on each
succeeding pass.

Another table, the itA-table," has one register for each

possible value of a digit.

This table is initially used to count the

number of times each digit appears in the numbers which-are being sorted.
After the count the counters are added :in a manner which yields the proper address in which to store each item. in the output table.

11

See Reference 1

Contents Dur1rig~
First Pass (Units Digit)
Initial
Contents
Address
of Register of Register
A.a

01
()2

.3

.4

.:5
.6
.7
.8
.9

X.1.

.2,
.3
04
.5·
.6

r

A

After
Phase I

After
Phase II

After
Phase III

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

1'.0
1'.0

1 1 .0
X' 00

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

22
42
37

2

2
1
1

Same

X'oO
1'.2

X'.2
1'02
X'02
. x'.4
Xt 05
X'.6

Same

Contents During
Second Pass (Tens Digit)
'\

r

Xl 02
X'.2
1'.2
X'02
x'04
X'.5

x'.6

x'06

Same

.Am

After
Phase I

After
Phase II

0
0
0

X.o
X.o

1

X.O
X.2
X03

0

X'
X.5

2
2

0

0
1

Same

o

X.5

X05
x.6

Same

88

26
46

After ~
Phase III
XoO
XoO

X02
103
X.5
X.5
X.5
x.5
. x.6
X.6

J

i

22
26
37
. 42
46
88

I'\)

()'\

1'.1

.2
.3
04
.5
.6

Optional

Same

Same

Fig. 9

22
42
26
46
37
88

Floating Digital Sort

•
Same

Same

Same
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To explain the process in more detail it might be broken into

3 phases per digit passe A decimal sort
Phase I:

is assumed in the fol1owingo

Each number is taken in order fran the .X-table and
the appropriate digit is examined.

(The d~its on

each succeeding pass are taken in increasing order
of significance as in the former explanation of
digital sorting.)

The value of the digit, n,is

examined, and the A-table counter in location A.n+l
is increased by one.

Upon canp1etion of this phase,

the A-table contains a count of the numbers far each
value of the digit (eogo, A.3 contains 2 after phase
I of the first pas~ becauSe 'of the presence of 2~ and
4~

in ·the X-table).

Phase II: The value of the address X' eO is stored in the 10cation AoO in the A-table.

This value is added to the

count in Ao 1 and the result is stored in A.I.

Follow-

ing this the number in Aol is added to the n'tllriber in

A.2, and the result is stored in Ao2o

This continues

until AoB is added to Ao9, and the result is stored
in A.ge
Phase III: A second pass is made through the numbers in the
X-table and the same digit is considered.

The value

of the digit, n, is again examined, and the X'-table

address in location Aon is increased by one o This
resulting address designates a position in the X'table; the item is then stored at this position.
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After completion of all three phases, the next more significant
digit is considered, and the I-table and Xv-table exchange the roles of
input and outpute
As in the other me thods, addresses may be sorted rather than
the items themselves in order to eliminate the shifting of large items
on each passo
The number of passes is seen to be

where R is the range of the key and d is the number of counters in the
A-table.,
2 0 40'1

Comparison of the Methods

Except for sorting by merging and digital sorting, the time required for the above sort.ing methods is about proportional to the square
of the number· of itans being sortedJ hence these methods would probably
not be used unless the data were arranged in a manner favorable, to the
particular method o For example, sorting with the interchange or partialsort method might be
order.

especial~

profitable i f the items were

near~

in

Or, i f the memory has serial characteristics like a magnetic drum

and i f rapid access is possible to 2 successive items on the drum, a
complete pass through the data might be made in one revolution of the
drum,using either the interchange or partial-sort methodo
For the general, case . one . might expe ct to use the principle of
digital sorting or sorting by merging.
of the key.

The choice depends upon the nature

If the range of the key is greater than the number of items,

sorting qy merging would be more favorab1e o If the opposite is true,

'Report :a-a32
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digital sorting would probably be tm better choice.

The former case

might occur when a number of names are to be sorted in alphabetic order J
the latter case, when many items have the same key, as in an inventory
control.
In the initial internal sort prior to the merge sorting of

magnetic tapes, an at tempt might be made to produce longer strings than
those limited by the internal storage capacity.

That is, as the :inter-

nally sorted string is being placed on the output tape during the first
pass, input i terns might, as storage space became available, be read in
and placed with the items in the proper order.

The probability that

an

input item's key will be greater than the last original output item (and
will therefore be included in the string being formed) is seen to be

N-n

N

where n is the number of original items alreaqy on the output tape and N
is the number of itans in the initial interml sort.

Hence after the N

original items have been placed on the output tape, the number of items
added to the original string might be expected to be
N

Ln=l
which represents about a
Actual~

tion;

50 per cent increase

the above

ana~sis

in string length.

does not represent the true situa-

it assumes that the nUmber of items in each new string is random.

This might be true on the very first string formed, but after t he first
string the process tends to favor, starting new strings with keys which
are predominantq low.

This effect is also seen to be cumulative to some

- 30-

degree as"each new string .is started; therefore, one could expect the
average. 'increase in

st.ring~·lengthto

be something greater than

,0

per cent.

2·oS··':.Useo:CInternal Memory to Aid Digital Sorting
Beoause of the nature of digital sorting an initial internal
sort is of no valueo

However, i f the purpose of the sorting is to process

the items with corresponding filed items on another tape the number of
sorting passes

m~

be reduced from

[lOgd

Rlto

[logd

~J

where R is the range of values for the key, d is base (number of output
tapes) of the sort, and F 1s the number of 1 terns on the file tape which
may be stored in internal storage.

1....,

To accomplish sorting with this re-

duced number of passes, the items are· sorted on the digits of the 'integral
part of the value of the key divided by F (i.e.,
actual key value (R) 0

~) rather than by the

After the sort, the items are arranged in order not

by single items but by groups of items.

Each group of F filed items is

then stored in the computer" and all input items corresponding to the F
filed items are read in

sequential~

and collated with the stored file

items using random-acoess teohniques.
This feature is most useful if the filed items are small in
size, since F varies

inverse~

with item size.

Such small items might

appear iil an inventory application where the filed stock counts are to be
co11a.ted with the sales recordings.
206

Combination of High-Speed and Low-Speed Memories
A high-speed memory

~

be used to increase the effective

(average) access time of slower speed memorieso
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In slower types of storage the serial access time is generallY

much lower than the random access timeJ e.g_, the serial access time to
successive binar.y digits on a magnetic drum is as much as several-hundred
times less than its random access time of 1/2 revolution or the drum.

A

memor,y using several-hundred magnetic discs is being developed b.r Dr. J.
Rabinow18 of the National Bureau of Standards. With this memor,y less
than 2 seconds are required to move the read-record mechanism to the
desired disc; the disc is then spun past the heads for one revolution
during which time up to a half-million bits
The use of

pure~

m~

be read or recorded.

random access memories in a sorting operation

offers ver,y little in terms of time or

econ~.

However, i f a high-speed

memory is used in conjunction with a slow-speed memor,y such as described
above the effective access t:ime can be considerabq reduced.

If the in-

put and output items are required in a sequential fashion, as is the case
in digital or merge sorting, several items

m~

be read into the high-

speed memory during one access to the low-speed memory.

Hence, the access

time to the low-speed memory is effectivel;r divided by. the number of items
which can be taken into .the high-speed memory on one pass.
To evaluate the above, let us consider that· a low-speed, highcapacity memory of random access t:ime A is to be used for merge sorting
in conjunction with a high-speed, lower-capacity memory of negligible

access time.

Computing time is assumed negligible.

The high-speed memory

is capable of storing Q items. A fraction P of the high-speed memor.y is
used to store the output items of the merging process.

18

See Reference 13

When this fraction
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becomes full the items are transferred to the output section of the lowerspeed memory.
distributed

The remaining fraction of the high-speed storage, I-P, is

equal~

among the b inputs being used.

As each input fraction

of high-speed storage becomes empty it is refilled by the input section
of the low-speed memor.r.
Ti

= Number

The effective input access time is therefore
A

of items received in one access to low-speed memor.y

= --:!.....
Q I-P

'0

and the effective output access time is
T

o

=

=

A

Number of items sent out in one access to low-speed memor,y
A

QP

Assuming other time requirements negligible, the time required
to sort a given group of numbers is

T• N[10gb ~ (Ti To)
i-

• N[logb~ ~ &:p j)
i-

=r

.

1

/ b

1\

(N,A,Q) loglOb \l-P + p)

The expression for minimum time with respect to P is seen to be

o=

£ (N,A,Q) fog

1)

10

o =·bp2

o·

1

_ (1_p)2

p2(b-l) + 2P - 1

p = -1

!

Vb

ell-i)

r.

b

~(l-P)

2-

.j\

PI
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Substitution ot the values b • 2,3, ••• etc., into the above
equations shows that

min~

time

occur~when

b

~

4,

p. ~3 and he~ce

T .. N [lOg4N] A ~
These results would indicate that a considerable amount ot
high-speed storage could be used as described before a point ot diminishing return was reached.

The results are also identical if digital sorting

is to be used in an analogous situation.

Report R-232
CHAPl'ER III
SORTING WITH GENERAL-PURPOSE AND SPECIAL-PURPOSE EQUIPMENT

3.1 Equipment Considerations
Because of the simplicity of sorting it might be suggested that
sorting should be done with a smaller spe cial-purpose computer rather
than'with a more expensive general-purpose computer.

The choice might

depend upon several factors.
The comparative speed and cost of the general-purpose computer
and the special-purpose sorter ~ be the foremost factors. Underwood
Corporation's Elecam 12519 , a moderate-priced general-purpose computer
employing a magnetic-drum memory, includes a special-purpose sorting unit
which uses part of the magnetic-drum memory for canparing the keys of the
items being sorted.
by merging.

Two input and two output tapes are used in sorting

The cost of the sorter is not

significant~

computer in this instance because of the low' coat

or

lower than the

the computer.

How-

ever, the over-all speed characteristics are considerably increased since
programmed sorting in the general-purpose section of the canputer is much
slower than in the special-purpose sorter and in addition the computer is
left free to process other information.
The type of work and its scheduling may have an important bearing on, the sorting methods.

If the application is such that the canputer

is often left idle while awaiting a sorting operation, it might be more
feasible to sort with the computer rather than with a special-purpose
sorter.

On the other hand, if a reasonable schedule is possible the com-

puter may be kept well occupied while a special-purpose sorter orders'
information for later processing.

19

See Reference 19
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- 35Another alternative is to place aJ.l operations under the control of a large high-speed general-purpose computer
number of high-speed magnetic-tape units.

usi~

a sizeable

The computer would necessarilY

be equipped with buffer storage which would aJ.low computational work to
be carried out while information is being transferred between the several
tape units and buffer storage. The desired amount ot buffer storage required is that amount necessar.y to maintain nearlf continuous information
transfer between the tape unit~ and bufter storage and at the same· time
allow the computer to be efficientlf time-shared between computational
work and the transfer of information between the computer and butter
storage. When a high-speed computer is used in such an arrangement, the
cost of necessar,y bufter storage is a small part of the cost ot the tape
units involved.

In some oomputers such as

portion of the regular

memo~

Rem~ton-Rand's

Univac, a

is set aside tar bufter storage, and sort-

ing is done with magnetic-tape units under the control ot the computer.
The operation of the control element of a high-speed generalpurpose computer can be considerably more econanical if the computer can
be given a reasonable supply ot work.

This might be effected by using

multiple input-output units to increase the information .flow or by supplying some items which require more processing time and less input-output
time.

More cOmplex problems such as those found in scientific and en-

gineering applications might be carried out while the input-output
tions required for sorting or tabulating are taking place.

op~ra

A more reliable

and flexible system. may result I manual procedures such as real changing
may be ordered in advance and automaticall,y checked. in event o.f a

Mis take the oomputer could designate the trouble to an operator without
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stopping the processing of other items.

However, the problem of schedul-

ing the work might easily outweigh all advantages.

302 A Special-Purpose Magnetic-Tape Sorting Element
In order to obtain some estimate of the cost involved in a
special-purpose sorting device, the block-diagram design of a merge sorter
is outlined and described below.
The tape is coded in the following manner:

one channel . provides

the synchronizing pulses which s ignal that a new line of pulses has appeared at the reading heads.
·t;he items are being sorted.

Another channel stores the key upon which
The remaining channels store the block of

information following each key (the key channel is also used for storing
this block of information since the ke,y is stored ahead of the block on
the tape--see Fig. 10).
A ttkey mark" is recorded at the end of each item block.

This

mark signals the control element of the sorlerto prepare for the next
comparison of keys.
There are

4 main

parts to the sorting unit (Fig. 11).

One is

the magnetic-core static-delqr lines which store the keys of the next
blocks of information recorded on each input tape.
The second part is thecanparing element which consists mainly'
of 3 flip-flops for each input tape unit.

The comparing element is used

to choose that key which is the snallest

ot all keys equal to, or greater

than, the last key recorded on the output tape.

It the last key recorded

is greater than a11 keys, the smallest key is chosen to begin a new string
of items.
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The third main part of the sorter, the pulse-control matrix,
controls the sequencing of the sorteris operations o
The fourth main part of the sorter is the unit-selection switch.
Each pos ition of this switch causes a different input tape unit to be
selected by the input-unit-selection matrix.

An identical matrix, the

delay-line-selection matrix, operates :in parallel with the input-selection
matr:ix and is used to select the delay line corresponding to the selected
input unit.
For purposes of explanation, assume that the pulse control is
set to e5; hence, one of the input tapes is in the process of recording
one of its information blocks onto the output tape via the three buses
shoWTIo

The key of the item being recorded is stored in its corresponding

core register.
After the last line is recorded, the key mark appears, is recorded, and is also sensed by the key-mark identifying circuit.
identif,ying circuit sends out a pulse

~ichsets

The

the pulse control ,to e 0

and also clears all A and B flip-flops in the comparing elemento

Since

voltage e5 has been lowered,. the output tape is shut off and begins decelerating to a stopo
The selected input tape continues reading; in addition, eo opens
GT which connects the key-channel bus to the core-input' buso
I

GT

2

is also

open, placing pulse control under the control of the synchronizing-pulse
channel of the input tapeo
When the first synchronizing pulse. 'arrives thrqugh GT2 , it clears
all C and Z flip-flops to the ZERO position and pulses the core driver
which advances all delay lines one bito

In the nonselected delay lines,

«>

GT

nl

40 ..

is open.· Hence, a ONE· coming· off the end of the delay line will be

c.ycled into the recording and at the same time will set its corresponding

C flip-flop to the ONE position.
The

del~

line and C flip-flop for the selected unit are similar-

ly recorded, except that the ONE comes from the core-input bus rather than

being cycled from the other end.

A- ONE coming off the output end of the

selected core line is fed into the core-output bus rather than recycled.
This will cause the

z nip-flop to register a

ONE.

Hence, the key of the

last item recorded on the output tape is read serially into the Z flipflop, and the keys of the next items on each input tape are read serially
into the C nip-nops, the more significant digits appeariI€ firsto
After the first significant digit has been recorded in the C and
Z flip-flops9 the synchronizing pulse appears at the output of

senses both Z gates.

One of three occurrences

m~ ~hen

D~

and

change the status

of a key:

10

If Z is a ONE, all of the C's are sensed at the ZERO gates.

If a ZERO gate is on, this means that the corresponding key is

the last key on the output tape.

~ ~

If so, the corresponding B flip-flop is

set to the ONE pOSition to record this fact.
2 0 , It Z is a ZERO I all of the Ct S are sensed at the ONE gates 0
If a ONE gate is on, this means. that the key is greater.!.!!::! the last key

on the output tape, and the corresponding A flip-flop is set to the ONE
position to record this fact.

30

If both Z and C are the same 9 no change takes place.
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In either of the first two cases, the ONE output of the A or B

will cause the corresponding C to be locked in the ONE position.

This is

done to avoid setting a B if' its corresponding A has been set previously
on a more s1gni.t'icant digit.
Atter each such digit comparison, the dela.red synchronizing
pulse indexes the key-bit counter 0

If' the last bit has not yet been com-

pared, the control element waits tor the next synchroniz1rlg pulse to start
another digit comparison.
After the last synchronizing pulse has arrived, the key-bit
counter sends an end carry to the pulse controL

This yeilds a pulse PO'

which clears all A flip-flops and also all B flip-flops if OT is on.
3
GT3 is on on]y" i f ~ B's are in the ZERO position (i.e., all keys have
been found to be

~~.

the'last key on the output tape, and a new

string must be started).
The pulse-control matrix has now been set to eli hence the absence of eO causes Tl to deselect the input-tape unit and also switches
control trom the synchronizing pulses to the lOO-kc-pulse source.

The

key digits are then cycled in the same, manner as before except that the
selected delay line cycles through GT

4,

rather than being destroyed.

Z

is read into, but the result is not used.
After each bit is read into its corresponding C, the delayed
pulse is received from. DE •
2

This pUlse senses GT

ZERO position, the "sense ONE"

lin~

;
5

if any C is in the

is pulsed, and all C's in the ONE

position have their corresponding A's set and locked in the ONE position.

- 42 After all digits have been cycled through in this manrer, onl1'
the lowest key (or keys) has its corresponding A in the ZERO position.

At

this t:ime the key-bit counter gives an end oarry 'Whioh results in pulse
Pl.

This pulse senses the ZERO gates ot each A in sequence and causes

the highest-numbered e l1gible unit to be s elected by the unit-selection
switch.

PI also initiates a delq to allow the output-tape unit to acbe~

2•
Atter the acceleration time has elapsed, the tape-delq unit

oelerate to reoording speed atter

started by voltage

indexes the pulse control to voltage e -

3

8

The output tape continues moving,

anq the slower lO--ko--pulse source begins recording in the synchronizing
ohannel of the output unit.

The selected key is recorded simultaneousl¥

and also is recycled into its delq line.
Upon recording the entire key, the end carry from the key-bit
counter indexes the control
de~

for decelerating the

sntch

and causes P3 to !nit iate another tape

output~tapeunit.

When the delq pulse again

indexes the control switch, e5 turns on the output tape and the selected
input tape I and a block of intormationis again transferred atter the
tape has aocelerated to speed.
The tape-delay unit sho'Wll is mainly for ease. of explanation.
Actually a more economioal and accurate method would be to use the keybit counter for the delay unit.

Slightly more involved

tim~

could also

reduce acceleration time considerablY by accelerating the units during,
rather than after, the previous operations.

Also" the magnetic-core

registers might be eliminated if a section ot the main canputer memory
were available tor storiI:g the information.

Deport
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The design indicates that the cost of 'the control element for a
special purpos e sorter is probabl3 a small fraction of the cost of the
magnetic-tape units which are normall3 upwards of $8000 apiece.

In view

of this, it might be concluded that auxiliary sorting 8qUlpnent would be
most desirable when a moderate-speed computer (e.g. 1- magnetic-drum memory')
is used for the general-purpose work and that, when a high-speed canputer
is available t the choice between special-purpose and general-purpose equipment for sorting is not too definite.

3.3 A Special-FprposePhotographic Device tor

Sort~

Another approach to, the sorting problem, al though it is generally
consider~d

most ,uneconomical,. is that of the constructionol a vast high-

speed memory which is perhaps hundreds of times la;rger than those now in
use.

Clearl3, the cost of such a' memoty if constructed with Williams

tubes, mercury delay lines, or magnetic cores is out of the question.
However, it may be noted that in merge sorting or digital sorting within
a random-access memory, the items are read from one table, processed in a
small anount of storage, and recorded in a second table.

The 2 tables are

read and recorded into alternatel1" until the sorting is canplete.

Since

the time involved in this transfer of information is in the order of
seconds, it mq be feasible to

use photographic media for

storage of the

2 tables without serious:q affecting the tine tactors.

The developing time may not be at all prohibitive if, a large
volume of information is transferred on each pass.
proce~s

some photographic media and project an image framthem within a

fraction of a second.
20

It is possible to

See Reference

20

17

A significant disadvantage

ot photographic

-44recording is that the media are not available for rerecording after use;
in sorting, the results of each pass would have to be disposed of after

one readingo

Obvious~,

photographic-film recording is

economical~

im-

practical for sorting involving anything but a very small number of passes.
However, if mechanical motion of the read-record equipment relative to the
recording media is avoided, a

considerab~

higher recording density is

available with photographic media.

As many as one million bits ~ be
easily recorded in a square-inch area. 21 With such a density, the contents of a 1200-£oot, 6-channel magnetic tape with a recording'density ot
200 bits per inch could be recorded on a photographic surface about

4

inches square.
The reading of the surface could be done most effectively with
cathode-ray tubes (CRT's).

This has been done

successful~

at frequencies
above 1 megacycle per bit for successive bits along the surface. 20 , 21

Random access' to the first bit of a group, however, is something less than
about

40

microseconds with electrostatic deflection.

The random-access

time toa lOO..bit item is therefore
100 +
This

m~

40

D

140 microseconqs

be effectively reduced b.r transferring mare than one successive

item at a time to a higher-speed memar,y, if available.

Recording as well

as reading with a CRT is likewise possible at the above frequencies.

20

See Reference 17

21

See Reference 9

- 45. A possible schematic design of such a machme is presented
below

(~~~12'.'

'The 'storage

capacity is about equal to that of one

standarcfreel ~f magnetic tape.
Two binary digit-to-analog decoders,each containing 10 binary
supp~

digits,

the horizontal and vertical deflection voltages to 2

identical banks of 16 cathode-rq tubes.
a million bits or about 103 times ,the
bank has

a~sociatedwith,i~

equipment.

Hence, each CRT cont, ains about

~apacitY

of a Williams tube.

a photographic plate

~d

Each

automatic developing

.On the other side of the plate from the CRT's is a photo-

multiplier tube which acts as a sensing element.

One bank of CRTts is

used for reading information fram the plate corresponding to the bank; the
other bank is used for recording information on its plate.

Each bank is

capable of either reading or recording, depending upon the state of its
photographic plate.
The bank in the readirg state contains a developed plate.

This

plate is read by (1) setting up the deflection voltages, (2) pulsing the
beam of each CR1'insequenCe, (3) sensing the transmission of the beam of
eacheRT through the developed plate and to the photomultiplier tube (PMT)
on the opposite side of the plate.
,The bank in the recording state contains an initially unexposed,
plate.

This plate is recorded on by (1) setting up the deflection voltage

and (2) pulsing each CRT (in parBJ.l~l) which is to recorda ONE.
The general-

orspecial~purpose

computer using this storage

medium for sorting would read small amounts of data out of the reading
bank, conduct sorting operations tdthin computer storage, and then record
the data onto the undeveloped plate of the recording bank.

After all data
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DEFLECTION
DECODERS
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DE FLECT ION
DECODERS

n

"
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"

~
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has been processed and transferred to the recording plate, this plate is
. autanatical:J¥ developed without being detached from its supports.

The

reading plate, having served its pU1l>ose I is ejected and replaced bY' an
unexposed plate.
vice versa.

The reading bank now bec(II1es the recording bank· and

Processi~ and· transferring continues .tar several cycles un-

til sorting has been completed.
To avoid any errors due to minute

~laws·

in either the CRT or

photographic surfaces, each bit might be recorded br· 2 CRT's on 2 separate
areas of the plate.
used.

Parity checks or selt-correcting codes might also be

The time required to transfer one table to the other is something

less than

40

seconds.

is read ina period of

'1'his is ba~ed upon an item 100. bits in length which

140

microseconds. and recorded

in5€>

(paralle.~:.. Ope.r:~tiollisposs~ble in the recording phase).
--.

.":'.:"

:'....

microseconds

The developing

. .

in~rvaa.·:i.sYassumed tobe·(ab~ut

8· seconds.

The effective access time may

be reduced ,however ,:bya factor of u:p to 10· by'using parallel sensing
elements arid by reading and recording several items at each access to the

manory-o

Another possibility would be to have an additional pair of

photographic plates served by the same CRT's.

While one pair is waiting

for the developing process , the other pair ma.Y be in use.

A shutter

provided with each bank would isolate the bank being developed.

In view

of the time involved, aging of the CRr's and deflection equipment should

tor the most part produce

negllgiblevariatio~s

tween the recording and reading of information.
perature effects will simUarll' be

~educedto

short duration between recording· .and r'ading.

in beam positioning be-

Atmospheric and tem-

a minlmum beca.e or the
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If' the items to be sorted contain a cons iderable number of

digits other than the key it mq be more economical to have

on~

one bank

or" the deacrib8d arrangement and to Bort the addresses of the items within
a generaf·;"·ors!Pecial-purpose high-speed memory.

After the addresses are

sorted ""the <items" are avail.ble in order from the photographic plate.

This

requires only one plate for each complete sorting operation, but it alSo
requires that the high-speed memory be capable of handling all of the
addresses involved.
The cost of such a photographic device is high, especialJT as
its use is most likel¥ restricted to sorting. "Moreover, the input-output
rate should neeessariq be high to keep the machine in efficient operation.
This might be effected with multiple "units operating in parallel and/or
higher-speed elements such as film readers and recorders, but the cost of
this terminal equipnent mq be high.
sort~

However, for an application demanding" a high-speed

pro-

cess of this magnitude, such a device might well prove to be a mare
economical solution than that of using several tape sorters or other
equipment operating in parallel.

3.4

Comparison of Some Eguif!!8nt Combinations Applied to a Sortlng Problem
The results of the foregoing anal¥ses mq be used for c anparing

2 basic equipment combinations applicable to a sorting operation.

Each

combination use~d in the canparison will include a high-spee~ memory (e.g.. ,
mercury d~lay,+inest magnetic cores) capable of storing about 200 items
" "

ot 100 bits

"

:.ea.~ ;(Iti~,··~88S.ttmedthat
.';.

.~. ~

'\':

'

,

.

'

strings atlOO"1tana have been
.

•

1

initially formed with tbe high-speed memory'~) :All combinations also in-

clude a high-capacity auxUiary memo17o
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The first combination is that in which the access t:hne to the
items of the high-capacity memor,y is

main~

the sequential access time.

This characteristic is present when sorting is done with
memories such as magnetic tape or punched cards o

basical~

serial

The second combination

is that in which the access t me to items is mainJ:y the random-access time.
This would include magnetic drums or discs which cannot be stopped between
successive items because of the high mechanical inertias involved in their
operationo

The high-speed memo:ry will be used as described

previous~

in

order to reduce the effective access ttme of the latter combination.
In the former combination the effective access time to sorted
items is defined as
Sorting time required
Number of items to be sorted
and (neglecting the t:ime required for forming the initial strings of 100
items each) is equal to

.n

10gb

n

l~Jj

As

~.....!L..
100~ A
s

= 10. gb

where n is the number of items to be sorted, b is the number of strings
being merged together at once, and As is the serial access time to items
in the high-capacity memory 0

The value of As for an International Business

Machines (IBM) collator used for merging punched cards is 130 milliseconds.
As would average about 2 millisecon:is for a magnetic tape with the following char aeteristi cs:

Speed - 100 inches per second;
Recording densi ty - 100 bits per inch;
Number of information channels -

6;

Fraction of tape used for acceleration, deceleration area =

1/6.
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In the latter combination the effective access tine to sorted

items has been

previous~

shown to be

~g4 ID~ ~ Aa
where Q is the number ot items whichmq be contained in the high-speed
memory (200) and
memory e

- In

Aa

is the random access time to items in the high-capacitY.

a large drum ot about one....million-bits capacity, AR might

average about 16 milliseconds 0
to be about 105 seconds.

In the Rabinow disc memory, AR is expected

The photographic device as described previous~

wou1d have an expected AR of about 200 microseconds although, unless the
high-speed memory is several times faster than th:1s device, little reduction of the effective access time can be expected from the use of the
high-speed memOr,re
The sorting times required with the above equipment for various

numbers of items are presented in Fig.)3 0

The.-tlnderlined values indicate

that the capacity of a single memory unit has been exceeded.
The IBM punched-card collator used for merging with a sorting :
base b = 2 is the most time consuming o

However, items of 3 times the size

may be sorted without increasing the sorting time, since only about a

th:ird of a card is capacity is used with the lOD-bit itan being cons idered.
In addition, punched cards offer c.omparatively fast access time to random

locations in an ordered file o

Although this access is manual. it is often

necessary in business applications, and the procedure is often preferable
to searching through alo~ reel of magnetic or photographic records with
expensive reading and recording equipmento

Clearl3'" many considerations

other than sorting t:bne must be considered in the choice of a storage
mediUlllo
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= number

n
base
of sort

b ==

K4 items
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K items
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Time Comparisons of Some Equipment Combinations
Applied ··to Merge Sorting
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The use of magnetic discs for storage is seen to be

4

about

times as fast as the IBM collator even though the access time is effec-

tively reduced to about
a

o~

h~h-speed

memoryo

5 per

cent of its normal value througb

the use of

However, as with punched cards, the random access

time and capacity of this medium make it most useful in applications other
than sorting.
The large magnetic drum is shown to be about 100 times as fast
as the disc memory in a sorting applicationo

However, in view of the cost

of the equipnent involved, the comparatively low storage capacity of the
medium,and the availability of mare suitable media, such equipment would
not be desirable solely far sorting operations o
The magnetic...tape-unit arrangement· is shown to be from about
1/6 to

J/3

as fast as the drum arrangement and about 100 :t 1mes, as fast as

the punched-card machine when

4 input

t·apes are used o

The capacity of a

single reel is exceeded only by that of the inagnetic-disc memory unit.
Moreover, extra capacity is easily available because of the low cost of
the tape and ease of mamal reel changingo

These advantages, together

with the relatively moderate cost of a magnetic-tape unit (upwards of
$8000), have resulted in the recent trend in the use of fast tape units
for high-speed information-processing systems, especially where the emphasis is on flushing the information through the control unit rather than
providing fast and versatile arithmetic and control elements.
The photographic-storage unit described is shown to be over

t:imes as fast as the tape units used in the b
whiCh requires

4 tape

:I

1,

2, N == 105 arrangement

units without manual reel changing between passes.

(However, it is shown that developing tine seriously retards speed of the
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co

photographic device Aif a small number of items is beir,g sorted •. )

Hence,

it would necessitate in the vicinity of 60 .tape units to compete with the
speed of the photographic device i f the latter were provided with a substantial number of items.

However; as noted before, the speed of faster

computer elements such as the photographic device is often rendered less
effective by- the bottleneck in inf'ormation flow caused by the slower inputoutput equipnento
In digital sorting the above results are similar proportionally,

except that tl'eIBM card sorter rather than the collator is used, and the
former is seen to be about

4

times as fast in a comparative situation

(i.e., N :: R)o

3.5 Summary
A sorting operation is solved most

effective~

through the use

of either present punched-card methods or magnetic-tape units.

The dif-

ference in economy of the two media is indefinite because complete cost
estimates are not yet available, but the difference is estimated to be
small.

Other features such as the speed and access characteristics would

probably be the more determining requirements in a choice' between the two
media for a particular application_
A high-speed general-purpose computer, if available, can add
appreciably to the speed of a sorting process, but (because of the economic
factors involved) a computer would usually not be employed for sorting i f

aqy other data were reaqy for processing.
the control of a

sort~

If a computer is not available,

operation is comparatively inexpensive and some-

times even faster with special-purpose control units.
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The advantages of photographic storage may be used
in sorting operations requiring high speedo

effective~'

However, the storage must

(1) b~ of considerable capacity to minimize the effect of developing time

and (2) be equipped with terminal equipment capable of providing the device with a

reasonab~

high rate of information transfer.

Signed~
Harold H. Seward

Approved

. ~~~
Charles W. Adams

-,55 APPENmX I
CHARACTERISTICS OF MAGNETIC-TAPE UNITS
The storage medium used is a magentizable tape of metalor
coateq. plast~oo
film.

The ta'pe is stored on reels 'in the same manner as mOVie

The tape is moved past stationary reading (recording) magnetic

heads which read (reoord) in one or several channels along the tape.
The number of c,hannels is usually-less than 1 or 8, since the tape tends
to skew as it becomes wider and the pulses in adjacent

channel~

appear at

·the reoording heads at different time producing synchronization difficuli

ties

The width ofthet'tape is usually less than

0

3/4

inch, depending upon

~

the number of channels; and the length ranges usually from
.'

•

I

Boo

to 1200

•

feeto' Longer tapes involve larger reel inertias which demand higher
powered diving units and increase the tape acceleration and

deceler~tion

t:lmeo
~he

information is rec9rded in

~locks"

which have spacings of

1/4 to 1 inch on the tape between them in order to provide blank areas
of tape in which the tape may be accelerated or
neoessary speed.

d~celerated

to the

The time required for acceleration (dece.leration) is
I

. about

5 ;to

10 milliseconds in faster tape units.

The pulses a::re recorded

at a, density of about 100 to '200 per
.inch, and the tape travels at speeds
.
.
up to about 100 inohes per second.

Considering the above characteristics

a reading (reoording) rate of abo~t: 50,000 binary digits per s~sond,t~ not
too optimistio if the tape is not accelerated and decelerated excessively_
This rate is high but not· too well matched to the· high processing rates
of some of the faster computers; especially when

~hort

prOcessing. pro-

grams' are being used, as.
is so often
the case in business applioations/!
'
... .....

.
One me.thod used to minimize the time requirements

-

-.-

_

of a computer

using magnetic-tape units is through the use of "buffer" storageo
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Buffer storage is a small amount of storage used in the transfer of
information between the computer and tape units ~

Information may be

I

transferred in either direotion between th$ canJ:Gt'er and the bufferstorage element at rates near or
memory.

e~~~l

to the speed of the computer

After this transfer of information between the buffer and com-

puter memories, the

buff~r

is

u~ed

to transfer information between

itself and the tape units at the slower rates required by the latter.
This buffering of information frees the computer to perform other operations while information is being transferred in either direction between
the buffer element and the tape unit.

Other tape units also having

buffer elements may be operating simultaneouslyo
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COMPARISON OF EXTERNAL MEMORY MEDIA22

Media Only
............... _

Cost ($/
decimal
-digit)

Technique

!

10-6

Print on paper,'.

7 x 103

102 i 10-3

2
5 x 10

Punched paper tape

6
2 x 10-

306 x 103

..
Photographic film

5 x 10-3

4 x 104

Punched cards

.

,-

Magnetic-tat'~·

. . _,-"

1'6

.••...

:. .

2S -"X ,-10

6:.,

,

:

6
4 x 10....

Magnetic wire
,'W:~",~,"'''';~'.\Q;L',~~,~:"

I

...·_~'.:hf.,·>',

Spatial
econorny.,3
I (dodo/in. ' )

205 x 104

14 x 104

.

~~~

....~·'t'''''''''''·'''''~.~''''''''''':-~,'''''t.·.-""&,Jto_......... ,,,,....'1' ·

Read-Record ?quipment and Media
Techniqu$ ~.

Cost ($/
decimal
digit)

Time to procure successive words
from file
(sec)

Read
time
(sec)

Record
time
(sec)

30:.tl.O-.3 100xlO-3

Print on paper

--

Punched cards

. -2
10

001

Punched paper tape

208xlO-3

20xlO-3

3x10-3 83xlO-3

Photographic film

lo3xlO- 3

83xl0-6

83x10-6 83xlO-6

3

-

4xl0-3 4:x10-3

'L
..

Magnetic ·ta.pe

2xlO-3

5xlO-3

Magnetic wire

3xlO-3

13xl0-3

13xlO-3 13xlO-3

Magnetic Disks

.4xl,-3

o5xl.0-3

o5x10-3

22

See Referenoe 2

::'5:tl.O-3

5x10-3

0)x10-.3

";

APPENDIX III
COMPARISON OF INTERNAL MEMORY MEDIA23

Cost

Spatial
econany
(dod/in3)
8xlo-3 .

~$/decimal

digit)

Teohnique
Relays
Vacuum tube flip-flop
Electric delay line
Mercury delay line
Quartz delay line
Magnesium delay line
Magnetic drum
Electrostatic storage tube
(Williams type)
Static magnetic shift
.registers

g

120
100

1 o25x10=t!
5xlO....)

75
4,

Access
time
. (microsec)

10
005
20
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